insurrection or disobedience, riot or resistance, use of strength or pacifism. in genoa everything and its contrary happened. everyone read and will keep on reading with their own eyes the experience of those unforgettable days. days that still scare those who rule, because it could happen again, and therefore they are trying to hit and hard. everybody.

some of the trials related to the july 2001 events are starting now the crucial phase. indymedia participated and participates nowadays to the evolution of this political process that marks and will still deeply mark many lives. a participation which is time to time individual or collective, but in all of its forms reveals that genoa is definitely not over, on the contrary it is current more than ever. in this moment, for an act of responsibility towards the whole movement and towards everybody who protested, we organised a work group to support the legal team which is following the trials (currently the trial of 26 people for devastation and robbery is taking place). it is a huge job, from the paper filing to that of the images, from the study of the materials to the practical support for the lawyers job...

anybody can imagine how much work must be done and in such a small amount of time. we need money to keep this commitment. lots of money. any of us who will be in genoa and all over italy will work for whoever is involved in legal actions, trials or repression.